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Imlamma and Bageerthamma are single women from Bidakanne village, Jharasangam mandal of
Sangareddy District.
Imlamma is a 50 year old woman with 2 daughters who are married and a son who works as a
mason. She lost her husband 6 years ago and she has met with an accident 2 years ago where she
has lost two fingers on her right hand. Since then, Imalamma has been having a hard time meeting
her daily requirements as she is handicapped and cannot do all kinds of work. While
Bageerthamma is 35 years old and has three daughters, two of her daughters study in the social
welfare hostels of Govt of Telangana. One daughter studies in the local primary school.
Bageerthamma has the responsibility to take care of her mother and father-in-law, as both of them
are in 70+. She works as a daily wage laborer to meet her daily requirements to meet the family
requirement and the family running.
Even though they own a piece of land, they cannot cultivate it , with the land being extremely
rocky, has no soil depth, poor in organic matter, while iron oxide and potash are in excess, hence
land is not suitable for cultivation. Immamma lost hope in using the land and rest of her life she
profiled herself as a wage laborer. However, she could not stop observing and noticing neighbors'
land which is the same rocky as her land brought to cultivation and vegetation, and kept asking her
neighbors will it be possible to bring even her land to vegetation. When neighbors suggested
taking the guidance from Aranya, she approached Aranya, based on Aranya expertise in turning
laterite barren land to regenerative vegetation, Imlamma after interacting with us and farm women
sharing their experiences in turning hard rocky land to cultivation as well traversed her to
community farmers lands where Aranya has previously worked, She was so overwhelmed to hear
the changes in the land by the initiation of different activities related to soil conservation work,
planting trees etc, with no second thought, totally convinced to develop her one and half acre land
in a regenerative way besides she also ensured that she will make all her efforts to transform the
land to life. Similarly, we have also arranged an exposure visit to Aranya farm where she
witnessed what wonders can be done on a laterite rock . Subsequently, after a few interactions with
her on how we can support her to meet her needs, farm designing started the plan accordingly.

The sequence of processes initiated on March 7 2021, we had a rapport building session with
Imlamma and Bageerthamma to know their needs, possibilities, options, and activities to initiate.
Then followed by a tour to Aranya farm, which demonstrated and explained each activity its
benefits significance and related result and this helped in building their confidence that they can
grow crops and land will be in use in their laterite soils.
The next steps of the design took a backseat due to the rise in covid cases in the village and all
over the country. However, the project resumed in the last week of May 2022, by visiting the
beneficiary's land, to understand the land and plan for the earthworks.
Based on the topography of the land, the proposed bio reclamation of laterite rocky soil involves
using indigenous water-harvesting methods such as planting pits and trenches, applying animal and
plant residues, and planting high-value fruit trees, the emergence of green manure seedlings and
biomass plants on bunds and leading to reduced water and soil runoff.
The execution of earthworks had begun in the first week of June 2022,where contours were
marked, and trenches were dug with the help of JCB.
This was followed by digging pits for the plants and the selection of fruit species by the
beneficiaries. Both the lands were extremely rock and there were places where the pit couldn’t be
dug and so the machine was used.
Soon after a week of earthwork and pit digging there was heavy rain. The next visit to the land was
satisfying for both Imlamma/Bagirthamma and even for us as they could witness the amount of
water and moisture their land was holding.

Thereafter, a plantation drive was carried out in their lands by Aranya and with the help of other
women in the community. The species selected by the beneficiaries were mostly fruit species like
mango, guava, lime, madras thorn, jackfruit, mulberry along with some nitrogen fixers and
cuttings of perennial leaf greens.

Understanding the land, soil type and rainfall, some plants were planted in the
trenches and some in the pits dug. Green manure seeds and biomass plants were broadcasted and
planted on the bunds.
All the plants that were planted were protected with a green wired mesh as they have threat of
wildlife uprooting the young saplings. This mesh will be removed once the plant establishes itself.

As monsoon continues till September, there was no need for watering until November, during
winter watering the plants became necessary in mid-December.
As both the beneficiaries do not have a source of water in their land, a water tank was constructed,
and water was supplied once in a week to provide lifesaving irrigation. The supply of water to
these farms continued until May 2022 as summers are extremely hot.

Awareness was created about wildfires and also demonstrated mulching techniques and the role of
mulching in dry lands.
Local chickens were given to the beneficiaries and a calf. As per our proposal we proposed for a
small ruminant. However, the beneficiaries were more interested in cow as they can get enough
cow dung as manure and also milk for their family.
The survival rate in both the farm lands has been at 85% and we are now replacing the plants that
couldn’t survive due to various reasons.
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Land Designing
Trenches
Plantation pits
Fruit plants
Mesh wire
Bamboo stick
Green manure seeds
Bio mass seeds
Water tank

11 steps
Rapport building
Tour to Aranya farm
Tour to farmer’s field
Designing and plan
Identifying the contours
Laying contour trenches
Construction of water tank
Digging pits
Selection of species and plant material
Plantation, staking, fencing
Watering and maintenance

